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Data Collections &
Analysis

Data collected

Results & Discussion

Measuring Student Engagement:

Count the number of replies and

thumb ups from individuals, list the

reply time

Data analysis procedure

Analyzing Text: Keyword extraction,

named entity recognition, sentiment

analysis

The initiator and respondents’

profiles, discussion title, post time,

content, replies and thumb ups

Forum main page & discussion page:

Provide intelligent sorting,

collaborative filtering and content-

based recommendation based on

time or number of replies, thumb

ups/downs, and keyword panel.

Recommender system & search
engine

User Page: Provide users’ statistical

information using different charts.

Results will show how students

engage in the online course.

Results of data analysis

Results will identify the most

relevant/interesting topics to students

Based on engagement, teachers can

learn what topics students are more

interested in or need more help.

How to enhance learning

Since the most popular discussions

are populated on the discussion

board, students can retrieve the

information quicker.

The data will let us know what

learners are interested in or needs

more help in.

What it will reveal about
learners

Some limitations to this analysis is

that there may be topics that the

teacher did not go over in the course

that students may be interested in.

Limitation on analysis

Benefits & Privacy

Students

Who will we share the findings

Instructors

Students: Students will learn from the

newest, hottest, or most relevant

posts related to their courses.

Who has access to data and for
what purpose

Instructors: Instructors will keep track

of students’ engagement and

relevant post.

Students, teachers, and school owns

the data.

Who owns the data

Family Educational Rights and

Privacy Act (FERPA) prohibits

disclosure of information contained in

student education records without

consent from parents, or from

students age 18 or older.

Teachers and university retain

ownership and control of their data.

What rights do data owners
have

Any existing privacy and security

policies will continue post program.


